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New Lecture Series Launched

F

oundation For the Future
established this fall a
new program called the
Walter P. Kistler Lecture
Series to bring to the public,
free-of-charge, direct access
to expert information on topics that impact
humanity. The series sponsors periodic
public lectures as an immediate means of
meeting the Foundation’s mission to increase
and diffuse knowledge concerning the longterm future of humanity. It is named for the
originator of the lecture series and benefactor of Foundation For the Future.
Two lecturers were featured at wellattended events in 2009, and more are
planned for 2010.
Dr. Don a ld C . J oha nson
The new series kicked off on
September 29 with a lecture
at Seattle’s Town Hall by
renowned paleoanthropologist Dr. Donald C. Johanson,
discoverer of the 3.2-millionyear-old hominid “Lucy.” Dr. Johanson is the
Founding Director of the Institute of Human
Origins, a nonprofit research institution
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devoted to the study of prehistory, affiliated
with Arizona State University, Tempe, where
he is also a professor in the School of Human
Evolution and Social Change. He is highly
acclaimed for his 1974 discovery of the fossil
hominid skeleton of a female australopithecine in Hadar, Ethiopia. By 1978 he had
determined that the remains represented a
distinct species, which he named Australopithecus afarensis, now recognized as the
ancestor of both Australopithecus africanus
and Homo sapiens (modern man).
In an interview on KOMO Radio in Seattle,
Johanson said of Lucy: “I knew that she belonged to this terrible tongue-twister ancestor, Australopithecus, but I didn’t know until
1978 that she belonged to an entirely new
species, and in fact is the best transitional
fossil between very ape-like ancestors and
much more modern humans.”
Dr. Johanson’s topic for the Walter P.
Kistler lecture was “Darwin and Human
Evolution.” He told the Town Hall audience:
“Darwin knew that the geometry of the evolutionary background of any organism is a
series of dead-ends and branchings, rather
than a straight line. When you go backwards,
it looks like a straight line, but if you start

from the beginning, you’ll have a lot of
false starts. … That is really how evolution
works.” Nor do organisms evolve altogether,
all at once, so Lucy was an amalgam, with
advanced upright walking yet the elongated
upper arms left over from an evolutionary
arboreal ancestor, Dr. Johanson said.
Johanson was a 13-year-old boy growing up in Connecticut when he discovered
Continued on page 2

Foundation Executive
Director Retires

B

ob Citron, Co-founder
and Executive Director
of Foundation For the
Future, announced his retirement in fall 2009. It was
Walter Kistler’s concerns
about humanity’s future that established the
Foundation in 1996, and it was Bob Citron’s
vision and organization that, for the most
part, determined how the Foundation would
go about fulfilling its mission.
At the 2009 Kistler Prize Banquet, the
first Foundation event to occur after Citron’s

Continued on page 8

2009 Kistler Prize Awarded to
Evolutionary Geneticist

D

r. Svante Pääbo,
an acclaimed biologist specializing in evolutionary
genetics, was awarded
the Kistler Prize for
2009 in banquet ceremonies October 29 at
Seattle’s Bell Harbor
International Conference Center. Dr. Pääbo
is Director of the De-

partment of Genetics at Max Planck Institute
for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig,
Germany.
Established in 1999, the Kistler Prize includes a 180-gram gold medallion and a cash
award of US$100,000. It is given annually
by Foundation For the Future to recognize
original work investigating the implications
of genetics for human society.
Walter Kistler, who not only created the
Prize but personally awards it each year,
Continued on page 4

Lecture Series, continued from page 1

Hadar, Ethiopia, where Lucy was found.
Below, clockwise from left: Young Dr. Johanson
assembles bone fragments at the Hadar camp to put
the fossil together as a photographer records his
progress; relative sizes of female and male skulls of
Lucy’s species; Lucy’s fossil remains, which have been
on a US tour; the Afar region of Ethiopia, where Lucy
was found, leading Johanson to name Lucy’s species
afarensis.
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Thomas Huxley’s book Man’s Place in Nature,
published in 1863. Huxley set in writing
concepts about human evolution that Darwin
was reluctant to proclaim. So, it was Huxley’s
book that intrigued young Johanson with the
idea that humans were, just like every other
organism on the planet, brought to where
we are through the process of evolution.
The book went on to suggest that our closest
living relatives were the African apes, which
meant that we must have descended from a
common ancestor. In that case, the oldest
early humans would ultimately be found in
Africa. These surmises were published well
before the validating fossils had been found
in Africa.
Huxley seems to have been prescient not
only about a common African ancestor. He
also, at the end of Man’s Place, questioned:
“In still older strata do the fossilized bones
of an ape more anthropoid, or a man more
pithecoid, than any yet known await the
researches of some unborn paleontologist?”

Indeed, one could say that Johanson became
that latter-day paleontologist.
Lucy is today one of the most important
antiquities of Ethiopia. Along with her common name of Lucy and her scientific number,
AL 288-1, she has an Ethiopian name, Dinkenesh, which means “you are beautiful.”
She will eventually be housed permanently
in the National Museum in Ethiopia.
L u c y ’s L e ga c y:
The Quest for Human
Origins, published in
2009, is the latest in
a series of books Johanson has written
stemming from the
discovery. Copies of
the book were available for purchase and
signing at the lecture. Lucy’s Legacy was
co-written with Kate Wong, who has written
on human evolution for Scientific American
for over a decade.

Dr. B r i a n Faga n
On November 3, distinguished archaeologist Dr.
Brian Fagan delivered the
second Walter P. Kistler lecture. One of the world’s leading archaeological writers,
Dr. Fagan is Professor Emeritus, anthropology, at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Fagan’s career began with an education
at Cambridge, where he pursued an emphasis
in Iron Age archaeology and anthropology.
Upon completing his degrees, he spent several years in east and central Africa.
D r. F a g a n h a s
written more than 30
books on themes of
archaeology, climate
change, and human
society. His 2008 book,
The Great Warming:
Climate Change and
the Rise and Fall of
Civilizations, which
was available at the lecture for signing, was
a backdrop for his November 3 lecture on
the topic: “Water: The Elixir of Humanity.”
“From the very beginning, 10,000 years
ago, people began to worry about how
they would water their fields in environments with semi-arid lands where water is
seasonal,” Dr. Fagan told the Seattle audience. “Millions of people today live in arid
and semi-arid lands and they still live from
one harvest to the next, and they still use
simple ways of bringing water to their fields
that are identical to those used 10,000 years
ago.” Those simple ways of managing water
depended on gravity.
About 3000 BC, with increasing need for

irrigation in Mesopotamia, where rainfall
was low and irregular, the Sumarians focused hymns and worship on the gods that
controlled floods. “Never, with any ancient
society, think of water divorced from spiritual
authority,” Fagan said.
By the time of the Roman Empire, a
continual water supply was afforded by
the Roman aqueducts. The Romans were
described as “very efficient gravity-based
plumbers.” Not until the Industrial Revolution did people learn to rely on something
besides gravity to move water. The development of the diesel pump – characterized
by Fagan as “the worst thing that ever happened” – meant that water was a commodity
that could be pumped from aquifers deep
below the surface of the Earth.
Today we are beginning to face the reality of finite water. Does this mean that we
have less of it than we once did? One of
Fagan’s slides displayed the quotation by
Linda Hogan: “Between earth and earth’s
atmosphere, the amount of water remains
constant; there is never a drop more, never
a drop less….” So, the issue is not that there
is not enough water on the planet but in how
we have distributed it. Presently 80 percent
of water supplies go to agricultural and environmental purposes, and most of the crops
require a lot of water.
There is, however, the real threat of
shrinking water tables. “The silent elephant
in the water room is one word: drought,” said
Fagan, citing a study from the meteorological
institute, Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research, in England, that global
drought has increased 25 percent since 1990.
Within a century, Hadley predicts, extreme

drought will affect about a third of the world.
Dr. Fagan reviewed several avenues
typically offered for dealing with the water
situation: building more dams, reconfiguring
aqueducts, importing water from afar, and
desalination. All of them have limitations
and drawbacks. On the subject of water from
afar, Fagan said, “Most of LA’s water and
water for Phoenix and Tucson comes from
far away, from the Colorado and other rivers.
They are now overtaxed.”
The final option, which we must employ,
is conservation. “There is enough water
to keep us going, if we change the way we
use it,” said Fagan. “It isn’t a technological
problem; it’s a human behavior problem, and
the hardest thing in the world is to change
human behavior.”
Dr. Fagan closed his lecture with the question of what the long-term future will be like
if prolonged droughts occur. “One of the most
urgent and pressing problems that humans
are going to have to cope with for the foreseeable future is an increasingly arid world, and
a world where the amount of water has never
changed but how we use it has.”
Future Le ctures
Foundation For the Future is planning Lecture Series programs for 2010. Dr. Peter D.
Ward, paleontologist, author, and professor
of biology and Earth and space sciences from
University of Washington, will lecture in May
in Seattle. The fall 2010 lecturer is yet to be
scheduled.
All Walter P. Kistler lectures will be available online, in either video or audio format,
at www.futurefoundation.org. 
Walter P. Kistler Le cture Series

Dr. Peter D. Ward
will be the third lecturer in the
Walter P. Kistler Lecture Series
May 2010 • Seattle
For details, check our homepage:
futurefoundation.org
“The silent elephant in the water room is one word: drought,” said Dr. Brian Fagan.
Fall 2009
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Sesh Velamoor was Master of Ceremonies.
Kistler Prize, continued from page 1

spoke of the Foundation’s belief in the relationship between the human genome and
society, emphasizing that it is the human
genome that defines society and is very decisive for the long-range future of humanity.
Introducing Dr. Pääbo as the 2009 recipient of
the Prize, Kistler identified him as “one of the
outstanding genetic researchers of our time.”
In a presentation to the Kistler Prize Banquet audience, Dr. Pääbo spoke of three main
insights that geneticists have obtained about
humankind from genomic studies: that chimpanzees are our closest living relatives, that
humans vary less in their genome than our
closest living relatives (the apes), and that
most human variation exists in Africa. He
stated, “You may then ask: What are the next
important insights that we’ll get in the next
few years? And I think that one of them – at
least the one that I would like to contribute
to – is: What are genetic changes that make
fully modern humans possible?”
Today, he said, we can compare the
genomes of humans and chimps, and quite
easily reconstruct the genetic changes on
the lineage from the common ancestor with
chimpanzees, five to seven million years
ago. But if you want to study changes in

The Kistler Prize audience in a standing ovation.
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Walter Kistler congratulates the 2009 Kistler Prize recipient, Dr. Svante Pääbo.

our genome in the last 100,000 to 200,000
years, when fully modern humans evolved,
then “we need to compare to our very closest
relative, to the Neanderthals that became
extinct around 30,000 years ago but may
share a common ancestor with us somewhere
perhaps 300,000 years ago or so.” Accordingly, Pääbo’s research group in the last
three years has focused on determining a

genome sequence of the Neanderthal. Since
2006, they have sequenced approximately
3 billion random base pairs – random fragments from across the Neanderthal genome.
“We have the first, very coarse draft overview
that we are now in the process of analyzing together with many groups around the
world,” he said.
Asked by interviewer Sesh Velamoor

Following Dr. Pääbo’s acceptance presentation, he was interviewed by Director of Programs Sesh Velamoor.

to characterize the main framework of his
research, Dr. Pääbo said, “What we would
really like to do is find a sort of biological
background for the unifying, universal
themes in humans today that make us
unique compared to all organisms – organisms that exist today and our closest extinct
relatives.” This would provide a biological
substrate, Dr. Pääbo said, of what makes
human culture possible.
Velamoor hypothesized that one reason
for the extinction of the Neanderthals was
climate change, but Dr. Pääbo called this
implausible, adding: “The Neanderthals
survived several areas of really harsh conditions; they, after all, existed as a group on
the order of 400,000 years. I think maybe
we should come together in, say, 300,000
years and see if we are as successful as the
Neanderthals were.”
In accepting the Prize, Pääbo said, “It’s
really humbling to be the recipient of an
award which scholars like E.O. Wilson,
Richard Dawkins, Cavalli-Sforza, and Craig
Venter have received before me.” By year,
previous recipients of the prestigious Kistler
Prize include Dr. Edward O. Wilson, Harvard
University (2000); Dr. Richard Dawkins,
Oxford University (2001); Dr. Luigi Luca
Cavalli-Sforza, Stanford University (2002);
Dr. Arthur R. Jensen, University of California
at Berkeley (2003); Dr. Vincent M. Sarich,
University of California at Berkeley (2004);
Dr. Thomas J. Bouchard Jr., University of
Minnesota (2005); Dr. Doreen Kimura, Simon
Fraser University (2006); Dr. Spencer Wells,
National Geographic/Genographic Project
(2007); and Dr. J. Craig Venter, J. Craig Venter
Institute (2008).
For more on Dr. Svante Pääbo’s background and research, see Profile, at right. 

Profile
Svante Pääbo, Ph.D.
Svante Pääbo, Ph.D., a biologist specializing in evolutionary genetics and Director
of the Department of Genetics at Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology
in Leipzig, Germany, is the Kistler Prize winner for 2009. [article begins on Page 1.]
Dr. Pääbo is being honored for a body of work with ancient DNA, beginning in 1984
with the demonstration of DNA survival in a 2,400-year-old mummy. He developed
and refined the techniques used to isolate and sequence ancient DNA, thus playing a
key role in creating the field of molecular paleontology. In 1997 he and his colleagues
reported the first successful analysis of DNA from Neanderthal bones, and in 2006
he launched a project to commence the sequencing of the complete Neanderthal
genome. By early 2009, the first draft version of the Neanderthal genome had been
completed, with over 3 billion base pairs sequenced. Dr. Pääbo has helped not only
to clarify the nature of the relationship between humans and Neanderthals, but also
to uncover genetic changes in the transformation from nonhuman primates to modern humans. For example, he is known for his research on the evolution of the FOXP2
gene that is implicated in the development of language.
Dr. Pääbo was interviewed by Sesh Velamoor immediately after accepting the
Kistler Prize. Velamoor asked whether interbreeding likely occurred between Neanderthals and modern humans, and Pääbo replied, “That is something that we are
analyzing in these weeks, as we now speak. We have the first version of the Neanderthal genome. What is already known is that there is not any large contributions
specifically to humans from Neanderthal because one would have seen that in the
variation in humans that exist today. But we can now ask much more detailed questions about this possible interaction. For example, mixing can go two ways. We can
for the first time look in the Neanderthals to see if there was contribution from early
human ancestors into Neanderthals.”
Asked if he foresees a day when human life will be an open book, Dr. Pääbo said
that he does not think that life will be an open book due to genomics or genetics. He
noted that 20 years ago, he would say to journalists, “Wait a minute. It’s not only
environment and education; it’s also genes that matter.” And today he finds himself
in the opposite situation, saying, “Wait a minute. It’s not only genes. It’s all these
other things that also matter.”
Born in 1955 in Stockholm, Sweden, Pääbo earned his Ph.D. from Uppsala University, Sweden, in 1986. In 1992, he received the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize,
the highest honor awarded in German research. He holds several honorary doctorates and memberships in scientific academies, including the National Academy of
the USA. In 2007, Time Magazine named him one of the 100 most influential people
in the world. A recent issue of Newsweek included him on a list of individuals most
likely to be among the Einsteins of the 21st century.

Dr. Pääbo responds to a question from the audience.
Fall 2009
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Foundation Joins in International Celebration of Darwin Day

F

ebruary 12,
2009, marked
the 200th anniversary of the birth
of British scientist
Charles Darwin, who
laid the foundation
of modern evolutionary theory with
the publication in
1859 of his groundbreaking book On
the Origin of Species
by Means of Natural
Selection.
“ D a r w i n D ay ”
celebrations were held all over the world
in recognition of Darwin’s contribution not
only in scientifically describing biological
evolution but also of the benefits of scientific
knowledge generally in the advancement
of humanity. Foundation For the Future
co-sponsored two Seattle-area events, partnering with Pacific Science Center and with
Bellevue College to offer two public lectures,
one in the afternoon and the other in the
evening of February 12.

Genomics pioneer Dr.
Leroy Hood spoke at both
events on Darwin and his
theory and how it is still unfolding, leading to profound
insights into complexity. Dr.
Hood is the Co-founder and President of the
Institute for Systems Biology, Seattle. He is
the inventor of the DNA sequencing machine
that made possible the Human Genome
Project, and he is currently involved in pioneering the systems approach to medicine. In
introducing Dr. Hood, Foundation Director of
Programs Sesh Velamoor said, “It is unlikely
that we will have the opportunity to learn
and understand the significance of Darwin
from a more illustrious and distinguished
scientist than our own – and I’m very proud
to say ‘our own’ – Dr. Leroy Hood.”
“Darwin was really one of the first great
systems thinkers because he brought together two very divergent forces and cohesively integrated them into an idea,” said
Dr. Hood, “one being the force of natural
variation and the other being the force of
what the environment did to that.” In briefly
addressing the long-argued “nature versus

nurture” question, Hood stated: “You can
answer that only in specific context … in
some cases genes are really important and
the environment plays very little role, but
more often the environment plays a very big
role in modifying any output from the genes.”
Dr. Hood spoke at length about biology
as an information science and the impact
it will have in enriching other disciplines,
among them computer science. “As I stand
here before you,” he told his near-capacity
audiences, “you can be assured that within
a few years there isn’t one of the molecules
that make me up that will be here still. They
will have all turned over and been replaced
by similar kinds of molecules. What does
remain invariant, though, is the information
that’s encoded in my genome and related
structures. So, in a sense, matter is the medium but the essence of life is information.”
On Darwin Day, many news commentators noted that it was also the 200th anniversary of Abraham Lincoln’s birth, and so did
Dr. Hood, who observed: “What they both
shared was an unbelievable talent for integrating complex things together and coming
to simple and important solutions.” 

Sesh Velamoor Participates in Two International Conferences

F

oundation For the Future
became better known in
two major parts of the
world this year as an organization exploring important
themes on the future of humanity. In both cases the global outreach
was through the activities of Sesh Velamoor,
Foundation Trustee and Director of Programs.
Agen da f or th e N e w Mi l l e n n i um
I n Ja n u a r y 2 0 0 9 ,
Velamoor moderated
the three-day “Agenda
for the New Millennium,” convened in
Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates, in connection with the World
Future Energy Summit. Leading up to the
event, he worked with Kvasir Society’s David
Lehrer in developing the agenda and selecting and inviting participants. The summit
brought together 21 leading thinkers from
18 countries to prioritize the most critical
challenges facing humanity. Velamoor
conducted the seminar along the lines of
6
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the Foundation’s Humanity 3000 seminars.
The sponsor of the event was Dr. Abdulaziz
Al-Fahim, Senior Executive Advisor of the
Emirates Foundation.
A statement released following the conference summed up the viewpoint of the
participants: “Our challenge is to use the
threat and consequences of current crises to
rethink global priorities, the institutions that
should be used to address them, and how we
will go about it. It is time for new thinking.”
Wor ld Civic Forum
In May 2009,
Ve l a m o o r w a s
among some 2,000
participants in the
World Civic Forum
in Seoul, Republic
of Korea. The forum was organized by Kyung
Hee University, Seoul, in partnership with
the UN Department of Economic and Social
Affairs. Under the main theme of “building
our humanitarian planet,” the forum took up
three key issues: civic values for global justice, civic engagement in public and global

governance, and civic action for the global
agenda, including climate change.
In his welcoming message, Kyung Hee
University President Choue In-won said, “The
World Civic Forum 2009 calls for the attention
of the global society to the ever-glaring aporia
facing humanity in the 21st century.”
Velamoor presented a speech entitled
“Global Civic Action – Fact or Fiction?” and
moderated a panel on the forum theme. “It
was truly rewarding,” he said, “to be able
to moderate a conversation between three
great scholars of our time: Professor Paul
Kennedy of Yale University, Dr. Don Johanson
of the Institute of Human Origins, and Dr.
Howard Bloom, a prolific writer on a variety
of subjects.”
Sesh Velamoor routinely speaks and
writes on various aspects of the long-term
future in local, national, and international
journals and fora. In late spring he spoke
in returning engagements to an elementary
school class and to a group of retired businessmen on themes related to the future,
with specific references to energy and climate
change. 

Noted Climatologist Wins Walter P. Kistler Book Award

D

avid Archer, Ph.D.,
one of the world’s leading climatologists, was
awarded the 2009 Walter
P. Kistler Book Award in a
ceremony in April on the
University of Washington campus. Archer
is Professor of geophysical sciences at the
University of Chicago. The award honored
his book The Long Thaw: How Humans Are
Changing the Next 100,000 Years of Earth’s
Climate (Princeton University Press, 2008).
The Walter P. Kistler Book Award recognizes authors of science-based books that
significantly increase the public’s knowledge
and understanding of scientific subjects. Dr.
Archer is the seventh recipient of the award,
which includes a cash prize of US$10,000
and a certificate.
Walter Kistler, Co-founder and President
of Foundation For the Future, told the audience that he became convinced about global
warming some 50 years ago when he still
lived in Switzerland and read an article about
it in the Swiss Physical Review.
The Long Thaw discusses the scientific realities of humankind’s
continuing increases in
the release of fossil fuel
carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. A main
theme of Archer’s presentation at the award
ce re m o ny wa s t h e
“long tail” of CO2 in the atmosphere, which,
he said, appears in all models of the carbon
cycle. This long tail remains for hundreds of
thousands of years as the CO2 concentrations
are slowly neutralized through reaction with
igneous rocks. The impact of the long tail
was described in The Long Thaw: “Models
of the carbon cycle in the ocean show that
as CO2 invades the oceans, the chemistry of
the oceans changes, limiting the uptake of
more CO2. After several centuries when the
oceans have inhaled their fill, a significant
fraction of the fossil fuel CO2 will remain in
the atmosphere, affecting the climate for
millennia into the future.”
Global sea level, said Archer, is the clearest example that some aspects of Earth’s climate respond strongly to the long tail of CO2.
The geologic past has seen sea-level changes
of about 10 meters per each degree Celsius of
climate change. Archer summed up his pre-

sentation by stating that the climate impact
of fossil fuel CO2 release is not a 100-year or
200-year issue, but “stretches into the almost
unimaginable future.” And given that the
CO2 will be around for so long, sea-level rise
could ultimately be 100 times worse than the
IPCC [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change] forecasts for the year 2100.”

Following the lecture, Sesh Velamoor,
Foundation Director of Programs, interviewed Dr. Archer on issues related to global
warming, climate forcings that cause climate
change, and the contrarian view. Archer also
fielded questions from the audience and
signed copies of his book. 

Young Scholars’ Key Issues: Education and Governance

S

esh Velamoor opened the 2009 “Young
Scholars’ Inquiry” seminar by telling the
29 fifth-grade students: “This is going to
be something you will remember the rest of
your lives. And as you get older and move
into the jobs you’re going to hold, I have a
feeling that you’re always going to come back
to this six-month period as an experience
that made a big difference in your life.”
For those months the students, under the direction of
their teacher, Paula Fraser,
had conducted research on
self-chosen topics in ten
arenas ranging from biodiversity to global health to climate change.
The overall question was: How can we understand and solve global problems?
“We have followed a process of systems
thinking in approaching this inquiry,” said
Fraser. Out of this process, the students developed papers and PowerPoint presentations
summarizing their findings. Each presentation considered how solutions in one global
area would impact other problem issues.
On June 9, the students gathered at the
Foundation For the Future building for a full
day of presentations, small group sessions,
and plenary discussions, following the basic

format of the Humanity 3000 Program. In
groups of two or three, they presented their
research findings, creating a body of information for the day’s deliberations. Through
discussion and debate with each other, they
concluded that the two most critical issues
for the long-term future are education and
governance.
Because June 9 also happened to be
Velamoor’s birthday, and the birthday of one
of the students, cupcakes and singing filled
the afternoon break, and the students gave
Velamoor a very large card on which each of
the students had written a personal greeting.
In the closing session, the students expressed amazement at their accomplishment
in completing the six-month process, and
one said, “I feel honored … that I have gotten
to learn all about the global resources and
sustainability problem, and that I might grow
up to help solve it.” Another aptly summed
up the reason behind the Young Scholars’
program: “We are going to be the future.”
The students were in the PRISM program
for “highly capable” students at Stevenson
Elementary School, Bellevue, WA. “The
Future: Young Scholars’ Inquiry” seminars
are part of the Foundation’s Education and
Outreach Program. 
Fall 2009
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Foundation For the Future
Planned Events
“Water – The Crisis Ahead”
Humanity 3000 Workshop
April 22–23, 2010

Dr. Peter D. Ward
Walter P. Kistler Lecture Series
May 2010

“The Future: Young Scholars’ Inquiry”
Education Outreach Seminar
June 2010

Walter P. Kistler Lecture Series
September 2010

11th Annual Kistler Prize Banquet
September 2010

“The Carbon Crossroads”
Taiwan
Joint Event with Tamkang and Kyung Hee
universities
November 2010

123 105th Avenue SE
Bellevue, Washington USA 98004
Phone 425-451-1333
news@futurefoundation.org
Email
Website www.futurefoundation.org
If you prefer to access our material on our website
and would like to be removed from our postal
newsletter mailing list, please let us know.
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London Researcher Awarded Grant

F

oundation For the Future’s 2009 grant
cycle culminated in a decision by the
Board of Trustees to award funding for
a 12-month research project entitled “The
Future of Democracy in the Face of Climate
Change.”
The researcher receiving
the grant is Halina Ward,
Director of Foundation for
Democracy and Sustainable Development (FDSD)
in London. The project will
develop scenarios around the question:
How might democracy and participatory
decision-making have evolved to cope with
the challenges of climate change by the years
2050 and 2100?
Research grants undertaken with funding from Foundation For the Future must
pertain to at least one of four specific subject
questions. In this case, the subject question

relates to major global driving forces or issues likely to impact humanity through the
new millennium.
Foundation For the Future conducts and
funds a Research Grants Program to provide
financial support to scholars undertaking
research at a macro level that is directly
related to better understanding the factors
affecting the long-term future of humanity.
The Grants Program operates in annual
cycles, and final decisions as to funding are
made by the Foundation Board of Trustees,
in view of evaluations and recommendations
made by a Grant Review Board.
The Research Grants Program accepts
Preliminary Grant Applications submitted
electronically through its website between
January 1 and April 30 of the year in which
funding is sought. Full details on the program are at: www.futurefoundation.org/
awards/rga_home.htm. 

Website and Publications Update

T

he Foundation For the Future website
is being updated with enhanced video
offerings. As Foundation For the Future
News went to press, 44 videos were available
under three playlists: Feature Films, Kistler
Prize Acceptance Speeches, and Scholar
Interviews. More and more videos will be
added as the new year unfolds. Check back
often at www.futurefoundation.org/videos/
index.htm for updated playlists.
Two proceedings volumes were added to
the Foundation For the Future publications
library in 2009. Each provides a record of
scholar discussions on subjects critical to
the future of humanity.
One is the full proceedings of the workshop “Anthropogenic
Climate Destabilization: A Worst-case Scenario,” held September
12–14, 2008. It includes
transcripts of all presentations and discussion sessions. An Executive Summary, focused on descriptions of the
worst case and recommendations for what
to do about it, was published in fall 2008.
The proceedings of the seminar “Future
of Planet Earth,” an event sponsored jointly
by Foundation For the Future and UNESCO,
and held in Paris in June 2008, was also
published in 2009. The seminar featured

scholars from five continents. The proceedings
includes transcripts of
all presentations and
discussion sessions.
Work continues on
Walter Kistler’s autobiography, the text of
which is expected to be finished in early
2010, with design and artwork following
later in the year.
All published volumes of Foundation
For the Future may be downloaded from the
website www.futurefoundation.org. 

Bob Citron, continued from page 1

retirement, Sesh Velamoor acknowledged
the debt owed to Citron: “Usually this process starts with introducing our benefactor,
Walter Kistler, and that honor has always
belonged to our Executive Director, Bob
Citron, whose retirement has been accepted
with sadness. I would like to acknowledge
the abundant imagination, creativity, and
leadership of Bob Citron in steering the
Foundation to become what it has over these
last 13 years. Thank you, Bob.” Following
this, Velamoor led the Kistler Prize audience
in a standing ovation in Citron’s honor and
wished him the best in his retirement. 

